Security technology
the experts depend on:
JW Secure™

We keep the bad guys out of your business
In a world of security threats—with leaks from the inside and hackers on the outside—data protection is now, without question, top priority for most organizations. The new bring-your-own-device (BYOD) era creates even bigger security obstacles to overcome. JW Secure specializes in building custom software solutions that solve these challenges—efficiently and effectively.

How we do it
Securing networks, authenticating users and devices, writing secure code, and making it all work on the full spectrum of operating systems out there requires an intimate knowledge of security technology—as well as a drive to continue to learn more. We are passionate about these technologies. In fact, we helped develop some of them. Nothing gets our juices flowing like discovering something new in our area of expertise.

You can leverage our years of experience in:
- Application & Infrastructure Security
- Systems Engineering & Development
- Data Protection
- Network Access & Identity

Trusted by the biggest names in security
JW Secure consults for security-sensitive clients like DARPA, Microsoft, Lockheed Martin, and Alstom Grid. Our leadership speaks at RSA Conference, Security Development Conference, DefCon, and other highly respected security conferences. We’ve even written books on the topic. We can help you protect your internal data, too.

To learn more, contact Dan Griffin at sales@jwsecure.com or visit www.jwsecure.com.
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